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Shaolin temple maplestory guide

March 24, 2016 Visit Shanghai, an area cursed by darkness surrounded by Jiangxi! Lv. 140 and above players can accept the preliminary quest and reach Shanghai from Interstate 6. Talk to citizens in Yu Park, shanghai's main city, to help them get out and move into the social ranks in Shanghai! Rank as you complete the daily tasks of u
park citizens, you'll get u garden coins (more about them, below) and U Garden points, which correspond to your status in the city - visitor (0 points), resident (35 points), or hero (80 points). Rising through the rows opens up everyday more difficult questions, which let you more u garden coins. You can also earn special titles to show
everyone your situation! U garden coins stock up on those u garden coins, as you take them to the black market! Black market traders appear at U Park every night between 6:00 p.m. and 2:00 a.m. in the Pacific Ocean (9:00 p.m. to 5:00 a.m. Eastern Time). I've got a lot of special items like golden flower accessories, gold flower weapon
ATT/Magic ATT scrolls, mastery books, zombie chair hunter, Mr. Orlov hat, coin sword coupons, and more! Wealth says you can also use u garden coins to have your fortune told once a day. Swan Ming will analyze your future and give you amateurs 30 minutes depending on your luck! 1.5x EXP 1.5x Mesos Weapon ATT/ Magic ATT:
+20 Speed: +20, Jump: +10 Jiangxi Clothing Keep Your Eyes Peeled As You Wander Around Shanghai. You may find a piece of Jiangxi clothing! You can take this junk to Hugh Head. For a modest fee from U Garden Quince, he will give you coupons for a jiangxi satanic costume and hat! Use coupons to change the appearance of the
existing outfit/hat element in your inventory to look like a jiangxi demonic element. Another new area has been opened, and lv. 145 players can test their strength in the Shaolin Temple theme dungeon! Accept the preliminary quest of the intional quest on the left side of the screen to visit Sheikh Jung to begin. You need to investigate the
demons that have taken residence inside the Shaolin Temple. Be careful, as you may turn into a demon yourself! Make your way through shaolin temple to face a powerful boss. Take him down, and he may drop the fear equipment or nine-tail fox totem. Once you've finished the main story, you can re-enter the Boss battle twice a day.
Shaolin Temple Rewards is full of special rewards. Complete the dungeon to get the Shaolin Temple Savior Medal! Shaolin Temple The Savior: Untradeable. A paper. Medal. STR/DEX/INT/LUK: +5, MaxHP/MaxMP: +300, ATT/Magic ATT: +3, DEF/Magic DEF: +100. Crush this president! If you defeat a trainer a certain number of times,
you can get some unique bonuses. Every time you defeat the boss you have a chance to receive: nine tail fox totem: untradable. One-of-a-kind item. A paper. STR/DEX/INT/LUK: +14, ATT/Magic ATT weapon: +2. Defeat coach 30 times to receive: Nine-tail Fox skin damage: Untradeable defeat boss 50 times Devil's Jar Chair:
Untradeable Demon Orb collect once you finish the main story, Zarak has a special task for you. The demon collects orbs from the demons of the Shaolin temple. For each orb demon you deliver, you will receive zarak box. Open Zarak's Box to receive random items such as spell effects, potential stamps and more! Once you recover all of
the demon heavenly fare, you will be rewarded with a mountain of spirit (untradeable)! Bug Type: Dialogue Cut with NPO / C Summary Summary Summary: The quest instructs me to click on something, the dialog box appears and when I click the next, the next dialog box simply won't appear. More details: This is the Shaolin Temple
Quest line, and this is my attempt at the line of pursuit in the latest update from MapleStory. Currently, my character is located in the Temple of Shaolin: The Hall of Mahavira. I perform a quest called: [Shaolin Temple] High Priest Woes in a quest that requires me to press the altar in the temple: this is the same quest: this is the altar that I
am supposed to click on when my character is near the altar, having got the quest - along with the National Council For the Chinese people who gave me the quest: and this right here is the main issue, having clicked the altar, this dialog box appears and when You click nothing comes next: and here's the result: tried to relog, try it several
times, confiscate and try again to no success. Therefore, I came to the conclusion that I could not make a line of pursuit, and this is actually a system malfunction. (Anything not included in the other sections of your report) Remake Steps: (if not included in the summary) Character name: KinesisSleyd Character Level: 187 Letter Mission:
Kinesis World Name: Restart Date and Time of The Accident: 15:50 (Mention Your Time Zone If You Don't Publish Pacific Time) GMT +3 ©2020 NEXON Corporation corporation and NEXON America. All rights reserved in: Comments area sharing name MapleStory version (s) Dong Fang Chinese China JapanMS China MapleSEA Far
East in the World China is the name of the region, of course, based on Chinese culture. It consists of three towns: Yu Park in shanghai district, Mount Song Hamlet of Mount Song, and Maavira Hall in Shaolin Temple Area. The words Dong Fang Xin-chu (东⽅Europe州), in English, translates into the Eastern Divine Land, or The Eastern
Divine Land. Shanghai [edit] Yu Garden Salon in Shanghai. Shanghai is the main area in China, with U Garden serving as the first city. It is a modern urban city located during the night because of Jiangxi, which inhabited the area. By completing tasks, you can access questions from other shanghai citizens, including daily tasks that
reward U Garden. These coins can be used to purchase various items from Shanghai citizens, including manuscripts and equipment from a special black market store that appear during certain times of You can also spend your coins at the Hugh Head store, where you can change the look of a hat or generally with a satanic jiangxi hat or
clothing fragments. You can also have your fortune told for coin 1 in Suan Ming, giving you a random orange that can increase your EXP, miso drop rate, weapon/magic attack, or speed/jump. NPCs in Shanghai sell typical items, such as armor, potions and weapons for levels 60 to 70. There are also NPCs that can change your face and
hairstyle. This area can be reached via the Shanghai Interdimensional Gate on Victoria Island's 6th Highway, which will leave you in shanghai's residential area. Nanjing Road First Area outside Shanghai Yu Park is Nanjing Road, which consists of city-style maps, with various buildings and shopping malls. The monsters that can be found
here are made up of ghosts that interact with the elements of the city and Jiangxi Shopper. This road branches off in two areas: Bond and residential area. Bond End monsters of Bond, facing against Jiangshi.Based Diabolic on a real-life space of the same name, this area has been inhabited by jiangshi's strongest, and where Diabolic
President Jiangxi resides. The monsters of a residential area residential area, facing off against the giant Centipede.The residential area consisting of farm maps on the face of an address with different farm that was pushed crazy due to the appearance of Jiangxi near Shanghai. The Shanghai Interdimensional Gate is located at the
beginning of this area. The giant head of Centipede is located at the end of this area, with the road to Mount Song located past this path. Monster Level Group (Refurbished): 145-148. Range Level (JMS): 40-65 Mount Song Hamlet is the second city in the Region of China, the first town in the Shaolin Temple Area. It is an old Chinese-
style city surrounded by bamboo trees where traders sell potions and weapons. Other features of Mount Song Hamlet are the entrance to the duty free, hair salon, plastic surgery, and skin care. At level 145 or higher (in CMS, SEA, and GMS), Sheikh Jung will contact you to start the quest series here. Mount Song Hamlet can be reached
through shanghai's residential area. Monsters (Revamped/JMS) * indicates that the monster is not available in JMS. Shaolin Temple [Edit] Level Range (renovated): 145-148. Level range (JMS): 70-130. Mahavira Hall, at the entrance to the Sutra Warehouse. Mahavira Hall is the third city in china and can be reached on foot from Mount
Songtown. The sutra deposit entrance can be found here. Sheikh Jung asks you to help the wise high priest investigate the area of shaolin temple and the demons that inhabited the Sutra deposit. Sutra deposit inside the sutra depository. This area is a library full of monk-like monsters. At the end of the quest line, you will have to fight the
high priest, who absorbs the power of demons living in the deposit, and allow himself to get corrupt. (Renewed/JMS) * indicates that the monster is not available in JMS. JMS.
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